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Abstract: We show that the spectra of the Lp - realizations for a dass of hypoelliptic (pseudo-)dif
ferential operators are independent of p in an interval around p = 2 depending on the growth
properties of the symbol. For elliptic operators we obtain the dassical boundedness interval of
Fefferman; in the general case we obtain a smaller interval which is as large as one cah possibly
expect it to be.
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Introduction
Every differential operator A on Euclidean space naturally induces an unbounded operator Ap

on Lp(Rn ). The question to what extent its spectrum depends on p is of considerable interest
both in the theory of partial differential equatiollS and lnathelnatical physics.

This problem attracted additional attention when B. Simon conjectured that the spectrum
of a Schrödinger operator -.6. + V is independent of p. Following upon work by Simon and
Sigal, Hempel and Voigt [9] showed in 1986 that the conjecture holds for a rather general dass
of potentials V.

Their result has since been extended in various directions. On the other hand, one also
knows many situations where the spectrum does depend on p. For several d~fferent aspects see·
e.g. Arendt [2], Davies [4], [5], Davies, Simon, and Taylor [6], Sturm [17].

Hieber [10] recently considered Fourier multipliers on Rn. Under a hypoellipticity assump
tion he was able to prove that the Lp-spectrum of each such operator agrees with its L 2-spectrum
for all p in a certain interval around,' p = 2. Through his paper we became convinced that it
should be possible to bring in pseudodifferential techniques.

In fact, the problem how the spectrum varies with p also has been considered in connec
tion with algebras of zero-order singular integral and pseudodifferential operators. Here, too,
Olle encounters both phenomena in the literature: There are early results by Widom [19] and
Gohberg-Krupnik [8] on p-dependence, while the articles Alvarez-Hounie [1], Leopold-Schrohe
[14], and Schrohe [15] suggest invariance to a very large extent. Although the question of in
vertibility is of a quite different type in the bounded context, same of the methods still apply.

In the present article we show that the spectrum of a hypoelliptic (pseudo- )differential op
erator is independent of p in an interval around p = 2. Moreover, this interval is as large as we
can realistically expect it to be.
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The idea of our proof is rather simple: We show that the Lp-resolvent is a pseudodifferential
operator and therefore furnishes an inverse on all spaces where it is continuous. Apart from a
mild tedlllical condition, we assume that the operator A is given by a symbol a of order m > 0
in Hörnlander's dass 8~o for 0 ::; 6' < P ::; I, and that it satisfies a hypoellipticity condition

which allows ua to construct a parametrix with symbol in 8;;'':', m' > O. Applying a theorem by
Fefferman [7] we see that the parametrix will only extend to a bounded operator on L p (Rn), if
11-; In(1- p) ::; m'. This is precisely the interval where we establish p- invariance. In fact there is
a dassical counterexample to boundedness if this condition is violated, namely the Fourier mul
tiplier of Hardy-Littlewood-Hirschmann-Wainger; see [7]. It is given by op (exp(i[~]l-P)/[~]m'),

where [.] is a smooth positive function on Rn with [~] = I~I for large I~I. Its symbol is an element
in 8;;'0/ yet the operator is unbounded on Lp(Rn ) whenever p falls outside the above range. In
the elliptic case, Le., for m = rn/, this shows the maximality of the asserted interva!.

Concerning Lp-spectra, 1 < P < 00, our result both extends and improves that of [10]: For
one thing, we cover the case of x-dependent symbols; for another, we get a larger interval of
independence if m' < m.

A certain draw-back of the pseudodifferential methods is that they require Coo-smoothness.
It is rather obvious that this assumption cau be relaxed; it is much more difficult, however, to
say to what extent this is true. This will be the subject of a forthcoming publication. It seems
to be a new point, however, that we can guarantee an interval of p-independence in terms of

~:symbol estimates, without requiring self-adjointness, Gaussian estimates, or uniform ellipticity.

,I

1 Results
Let m ~ m' > 0, 0 ::; c5 < p ::; 1, and let a : Rn X Rn --+ C be a smooth (Coo) complex-valued
function satisfying the following two conditions:

(i) I-P~ Dga(x, ~)I ::; GOß (~)m-plal+JIßI; i.e., a is an element of 8~J = S;o(Rn x Rn).

(ii) The argument of a(x, 0 is a bounded continuous function, there is an R > 0 such that
a(x,~) is invertible for I~I ~ R, and

ID~Dga(x, ~)a-l (x,~) I < Caß (~) -plal+oIßI ,

la(x,~)-ll < G (~)-ml , I~I ~ R.

The symbol adefines the pseudodifferential operator op a : S --+ S by means of the formula

(1)

As UBual', S = S(Rn ) is the Schwartz space ofrapidly decreasing functions, u(~) = Je-ix~u(x)dx

is the Fourier transform of u, and it~ = (21T")-nd~.

The symbol a may also take values in the space of I x l-matrices over C. In this case, we
cOll8ider u in (1) aB an l-vector of functions in S. For simplicity we shall write S,Lp,H;,C~,

etc. without referring to either Rn or 1. In the matrix-valued case we replace (ii) by the following
condition:

(ii') There is a bounded, real-valued continuoUB function 8 = 8(x,~) and an R > 0 such that
all eigenvalues of a(x,~) are in the domain nx,~ defined below, and
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The choice of the domains Ox,~ goes back to Kumano-go [12, Chapter 8]. One lets Ox,~ =
eiO(x,~)Oo where, for rn ~ m' > 0 and SOllle fixed CO > 1,

0 0 = {z E C: cö l (~)ml < Izl < CO (Om ,and IImzl > co l (e)m
l

for Rez < O}.

In partiClllar it follows from (ii') that la(x, e) -11 ::; c (e) _mi.

iR
c

Figure 1: The set 0 0

For 1 < P < 00 we let Ap denote the Lp-realization of A = op a with D(Ap ) = {u E L p :

Au E L p }. Notice that Ap is a closed operator. The resolvent set of A p is written p(Ap), thc
spectrulll a(Ap ).

We shall prove the following theorem.

1.1 Theorem. Given a symbol a with pl'operties (i) and (ii) ol' (i) and (ii'), the spectrum of
tl1e operators Ap is the salne for &111 < P < 00 witb m' ~ nl~ - ~1(1- p).

1.2 Remark. (a) For p = 1, all 1 < P < 00 are adnlissible, since symbols in Si',6 define
boullded operators on L p , cf. Illner [11]. In this case, thc additional condition on the existcncc
of a continuous arglunent function (or its analog in the Illatrix case) is not nccessary; see Lemlna
1.3 below.

(b) For p < 1, the condition m' ~ nl~ - ~1(1 - p) guarantees the boundcdness of operators

with sYlnbols in S;,7:' on L p , see Feffernlan (7].

1.3 Lemma. Let A = op a with an elliptic a E Srg, 0 ::; 0 < 1, m 2: O. Tlwn the spectnull of
Ap is independent oE p for 1 < P < 00. '

Ellipticity means that there is an R > 0 such that a(x,~) is both illvertiblc whcllever lei 2: R
and satisfies the estiInatc a(x , ~)-1 = O( (e) -m).

2 Proofs

Let us start with the siInplest case.

2.1 Proof of Lemm~ 1.3. The ellipticity of a implies that D(Ap - ,X) = H;\ the Lp-based
Sobolev space of order 'fn. Invertibility of Ap - ,X as an unbounded operator on Lp therefore
is the sanle as invertibli ty of the pseudodifferential operator (A - ,X) 0 op (0 -m a.s a bounded
operator on Lp . It is well-known that the latter is independent of p for 1 < P < 00, see e.g. [15,
Corollary 1.9]. 0
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Thc proof of TheorCln 1.1 is more difficult; it is therefore split up iuto aseries of propositions
and lelumata. We write w~,o for the space of all operators B : S --+ S that can be written as
a pseudodifferential operator in the form (1) with a symbol b E S~,&, J..L E R. Thc space
w-oo = nttER w~,& is easily seen to be independent of the choice of p and 6.

2.2 Lemma. For every A E C tbere is a paramctrix B>. = op b>. E w;:r' to A - A with

(2)

and R 1,R2 E w-oo .

We understand (2) as an identity for operators on S.

Praa/. First let a be scalar. For every fixed A, the symbol a(x,O - A of A - A satisfics
conditions (i) and (ii). We obtain the assertion from [12, Chapter 2, Theorenl 5.4]. For thc
Inatrix~valuedcase we apply Kumano-go [12, Chapter 8, Theorem 1.2], see also Remark 2.8 and
Theoreln 2.9 below. 0

2.3 Lemma. For A E p(Ap ) and ip E S,

(Ap - A)-lc.p = B>.ip - B>.R2c.p + R1(Ap - A) -1 R2ip ~n S'.

·Here, B>., R 1, and R 2 are tlle pseudodifferential operators [rom Lemma 2.2.

J
Pr·oof. This is inunediate since every one of these pseudodifferential operators is continuous

both on Sand SI, under the assumption 6 < 1. 0

2.4 Outline. According to thc composition rules for pseudodifferential operators, B>.R2 is an
element of w-oo . We arc IlOW going to show that

(3)

Then, in view of Lemnm 2.3, we concludc that the restriction (Ap - A)-lls coincides with a

pseudodiffcrential operator in W;,6" say C. By Fefferman's thcorenl [7] thc operator C extends

to a bounded operator on L q for a11 q with 1 < q < 00 and m' 2: nl! - iI(1 - p). Denote this
extension by Cq . The identity

shows that (A - A)Cip = ip for a11 c.p E S since C : S --+ S is continuous. As Cq is closed, Cq

maps L q to D(Aq ), and
(Aq - A)Cq = I on L q .

Similarly, A - A maps S to Sand C(A - A) = I on S. We conclude that Cq(Aq - A)U = u for
a11 u E D(Aq ). Hence Cq = (Aq - A)-l, so A E p(Aq ).

It therefore remains to show (3). In order to do this we sha11 employ the fo11owing we11-known
theorem. For a proof see e.g. Ueberberg [18] or Schrohe [16].

2.5 Theorem. A scalar linear operator T : S --+ S' is a regularizing pseudodifferelltial operator
if and only i[ [or aJl multi-üldices (Y, ß, and all S l t E R, the iterated commutator adQx adßD x (T)
extends to a bounded operator

(4)
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Ir T is an 1 x l- lllatrix of linear operators, then T is regularizing if and only if (4) holds for
each component. Equivalently we may ask thc boundedness of

adOxI adßDxI(T) : H; ---7 H;.

Here I is the l x l identity 1l1atrix. Recall thc ad-notation: For a mult i-index ß = (ß1, ... , ßn)
one lets adß Dx(T) = adß1 D X1 ••. adßn Dxn (T) with ado D Xj (T) = T and adk D Xj (T) = [Dxj ,

adk - 1D Xj (T)], k 2:: 1. Analogously we define adOx(T). The notation extends to expressions of
the fOrIn adk S(T) for operators S acting on S or SI provided that all COillpositions Illake sense.
Leibniz' rule states that

adkS(T1Tz) = L cklk2adkl S(Tdadk:;z S(Tz).
kl+k2=k

For a pseudodifferential operator T = op tone has

and (5)

2.6 Reduction. Wo want to show that, for all multi-indices a, ß, and all s, t,

(6)

, The definition shows that adßD x (R1 (Ap - ,,\)-1 Rz) is a linear cOIubination of terms of the form
R~ (Ap - ,,\)-1mwith R~,mE 'iJ-oo. Hence it is no restriction to assume ß = O. On thc other
hand, by Leibniz ' rule and (5) it is sufficient to consider operators of the form

alld to show that adOx(Ap - >..)-1 is bounded in LV" In order to do this we shall first con
sider a simple COIlllllutator [x, (Ap - >..)-1] where x now stands for any of the matrix fUIlctions
xII, ... ,xnI. In thc ease m ~ p it will be easy to show our resultj see Lemma 2.7. For rn > p

we shall use complex powers to reforrnulate Ap - ,,\ as a composition of lower order operators.

2.7 Lemma. ASSllll1e additionally tl1at m ~ p. Then (x, A] E w~,o' and

[x, (Ap - ,,\)-1] -(Ap - ,,\)-1 [x, (A - "\)](Ap - >..)-1
= -(Ap - ,,\)-1 [x, A](Ap _ ,,\)-1

-B>.[x ,A](Ap - ,,\)~l + (A p - ,,\)-1 R2 [x, A](Ap _ ,,\)-1

Ül .c(S , SI) . The rigl1 t hand side furllishes all extension to an operator in .c(Lp ), since (Ap -
, I

>..)-1 E .c(Lp ) and B>.[x, A], Rz[x, A] E w;'T induce operators in .c(Lp ).

For m ~ p, induction therefore shows relation (6), and the proof of Theorem 1.1 is complete.

ProoJ. Choose a function <P E Cff with <p(x) = 1 for small lxi. For 0 < E ~ 1 let <Pc(x) =
<P (EX). Then {CPc : 0 < E ~ I} is a uniformly bounded family in SCl,o· Let X t = op (<pt (x) x) .
The required identity holds with X rcplaced by X t . Moreover , the synlbols of [Xc, A] fonll a
bounded subset of S~,t5. In view of the fact that Xf:U ---7 X'U. in S for U E S we conclude from

Relnark 1.2(b) that [Xc, A]v ---7 [x, A]v in H;;m
l

as E ---7 0+ for v E Lp . On the other hand,

in SI whenever U E S, so we get the desired identity.
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2.8 Remark. We shall next deal with the case where m > p by Hsing cOlnplex powers. Condi
, tious (i) and (ii), or (i) and (ii') respectivcly, are sufficient for the construction in the following
theorem.

Moreovcr, it is easily checkcd that the cOllditions are satisfied for A - ,,\ whenever they hold
for A. We lucrely have to change the coustauts R and CO in (ii').

2.9 Theorem. Tlwre is a family {Pz : z E C} of cornplex powers for A - "\, satisfying
Pz E w~rez, Rez;::: 0, Pz E w~~Rez, Rez < 0, PZtPz'J == PZ1 +Z2 modulaW-oo , Zl,Z2 E C,

and Pk == (A - ,,\)k madula'll-oo, k E No.

For a proof see KUluano-go [12, Chaptcr 8].

2.10 Preparation. Let {Pz : z E C} be as in Theorem 2.9. Chaose an integer N > m / p and
find suitable R, R', R" E 'lI-00 so that A - ,,\ = PI + Rand

N-l

[x, Pd = [x, P[/N + R'] = :L Pk/N[X, Pl/NJP(N-l-k)/N + R!'.
k=O

2.11 Proposition. With tbc operators Rand Pk / N as in 2.10 we bave

N-l

- [x, (Ap - ,,\)-1] = :L Pk/ N -dx, PI / N ]p( -1-k)/N
k=O

N-l

+ L (Ap - ,,\)-ISdx, P 1/ N ]P(-I-k)/N
k=ü
N-l

+ :L Pk / N -dx,Pl/N]82(Ap - ,,\)-1
k=O

+ (Ap - ,,\) -1 (81 [x, P1/ N ]S2 + [x, R]) (Ap - ,,\) -1 (7)

in L (S ,SI) for suitablc operators 81, 82 E W-00 .

Proof. Again choose afunction Cf E Cgo with cp(x) == 1 for sluall lxi, let cpc{x) = cp(cx) and,
slightly more refined,

XCl€ = op (X<f?e(x)<f?t(O), °< c, € ::; 1.

Each of thc operators Xe,E is rcgularizing. We have, with suitable SI, 82 E w-oo ,

-[Xe,E' (Ap - ,,\)-1]
(Ap - ,,\)-1 [Xe,i' PI + R](Ap _ ,,\)-1

N-l

L (Ap - ,,\)-1 Pk/N[Xc,t, P1/ N ]P(N-l-k)/N(Ap - ,,\)-1
k=O

+ (Ap - ,,\)-1 [Xe,i, RJ(Ap _ ..\)-1

N-l

= L (Ap - ..\)-I{(A - "\)Pk/N - 1+ St}[Xe,t,P1/NHP(-1-k)/N(A -..\) + S2}
k=O

(A p - .-\)-1 + (Ap _ ..\)-1 [Xc,t, R](Ap _ ..\)-1
N-l N-1

= L Pk/ N -1 [Xe,ll Pl/N]P(-I-k)/N + L (Ap - ,,\)-1 SI [XE,tl Pl/N]P(-I-k)/N
k=O k=O

N-l

+ :L Pk / N -dXe,€, P1/N ]82 (Ap - ..\)-1
k=O

+ (Ap - ,,\)-1(SI[Xc,€,Pl/N]S2 + [Xc,€,R])(Ap _ ..\)-1
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for all 0 < c, € :::; 1 in L(S, S').
Next fix c > 0 and write, for the moment, Me = op (xCPe(x)). Clearly, op (cpl(~))U --+ u in S

for u E S as € --+ 0+. Renee we obtain eonvergence

[Xe,l, PI / N JU --+ [Me, PI / N ]u,
[Xe,t, RJu --+ [Me, R]u

(8)

(9)

in S for u E 5. The symbols of the eommutators {[Xe,€, PI / N ] : 0 < € :::; I} form a bounded

subset of S~,r5 for Jj = m / N + 8 - p. Applying 1.2(b), eonvergenee in (8) will hold in H;;m' - Jl

for u E Lp • Sinee R is regularizing, a eorresponding argument shows that, for (9), eonvergenee
is in L p whenever u E Lp . On the other hand [Xe,f' (Ap - .-\)-l]u --+ [Me, (Ap - .-\)-I]u in 5' for
u in 5, so we get equation (7) with x replaced by Me' With analogous eonsiderations as before
- in partieular the fact that the symbols of the eommutators {[Me' PI/NJ : 0 < c :::; I} form a
bouneled subset of ~,r5 - we let c --+ 0+ and obtain the assertion. 0

Notice that we nlay not apply the above cmuputation with X e,€ replaeed by x: It is not elear,
for example, that (Ap - .-\)-1 [x, PI + R](Ap - .-\)-1 maps S to S', even though [X~,i, PI + R]u --+

[x, PI + R]u in 5.

2.12 Corollary. [x, (Ap - .-\)-1] : 5 --+ S' extends to an operator in L(Lp ).

Proo! Each of the four summands on the right hand siele of (7) extends to an operator in
L(Lp ). Indeeel, the first is an clClnen't of w;,T' henee is Lp bounded by Feffernlan's theorem.

In the other sumlnands, the Lp-boundeel operator (Ap - .-\)-1 is eomposeel with a regularizing
pseudodifferential operator. 0

2.13 Conclusion. In 2.6 we had redueed the problem to showing that, for eaeh lllulti-index
a, the operator adQx(Ap - .-\)-1 is bounded in L p . For lai = 1, the assertion has been shown.
On the other hand, the identity in Proposition 2.11 shows that the analysis of highcr order
comlllutators reduees to this ease. Renee the proof is eomplete.

2.14 Remark. It is possible to avoid thc eondition on thc argtunent function in eertain other
instanees. For exampIe suppose that m - 7n' :::; p. Then we ean show, just as is Lelnma 2.7, t.hat

[(Ap - "\)-1, x] = B,.\.[x, AJB,.\. + (Ap - ,,\)~1 R1 [x, AJR2 (Ap _ ,,\)-1

+B"\'[x, A]R2 (Ap - ,,\)-1 + (A p - ,,\)-1 RI[x, A]B,.\..

Renee the first eommutator is bounded on L p , and so are its iterates, by induetioll.

Aeknowledgment: Thc second author would like to thank M. Hieber for valuable disCllssions
on the subject.
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